INNOVATION AND EFFICIENCY GRIPS MINDFIELDS
AS BLAZECLAN IMPLEMENTS AWS WORKSPACES
Collaboration ensured a comprehensive setup by shifting to Amazon WorkSpaces from existing Desktop
Infrastructure.

Sydney, Australia – April 03, 2018
BlazeClan Technologies, a Premier AWS Consulting partner, has successfully transformed Mindfields
existing IT infrastructure to AWS WorkSpaces. Founded in 2006, Mindfields is a vendor-agnostic
Robotic Process Automation and Artificial Intelligence advisory firm, providing strategy services to CXO
level executives across verticals on emerging and disruptive technologies. BlazeClan’s recent move to
the ANZ region brings in a gamut of opportunities to new and established enterprises regarding
offering AWS cloud services.
“We are very impressed with the personal touch and professionalism that the BlazeClan team showed
while migrating our team to the Virtual Desktop with AWS. They implemented a fully customized
solution based on our unique requirements.” Says Mohit Sharma, Founder and Managing Director,
Mindfields.
The shift from a high maintenance IT infrastructure to AWS Workspaces was a huge transformation.
BlazeClan ensured to tick all the boxes for Mindfields by providing Desktop as a Service (DaaS)
consisting high-end Virtual Desktops (VDI). The solution utilised various AWS services like WorkSpaces,
WorkDocs, AWS Active Directory to host existing applications and tools on the secure virtual desktops.
The entire workforce of Mindfields will be on AWS WorkSpaces which could have endless access to
VDIs from any part of the globe.
“It’s a great move for Mindfields to shift to desktop virtualization which is backed by AWS. This shift
not only saves IT infrastructure costs but also provides additional benefits of integrated security,
flexibility and increased productivity.” Commented Amit Bassi, Managing Partner, BlazeClan
Technologies.
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“In addition, for Mindfields we are also migrating robotic process automation (RPA) applications on
the AWS platform to host Automation as a Service (AaaS).” Amit Bassi further added. With the shift to
AWS WorkSpaces, sharing, storing and extracting digital content and documents is no more a daunting
task. By collaborating AWS services like – WorkDocs, Microsoft tools like Office 365, Visio, MS Project,
other Portals and other applications, Mindfields is in a better position to conduct operational activities
on a standardised infrastructure across all devices and locations.
###
About Mindfields
Founded in 2006, Mindfields is a vendor-agnostic Robotic Process Automation and Artificial
Intelligence advisory firm, providing strategy services to CXO level executives across verticals on
emerging and disruptive technologies.
Our experienced consultants leverage Mindfields IP-based proprietary tools and innovative
methodologies to advise clients while working as a part of their team to meet their KPIs. We have the
experience of automating more than 450 processes across various verticals.
Gartner and HfS Research has positioned Mindfields as a leading, niche Robotics Process Automation
advisory (RPA) firm and we are globally recognized as a thought leader in this space. We have ranked
among the top 20 fastest growing Australian firms in the Deloitte Fast 500.
www.mindfieldsglobal.com
About BlazeClan Technologies
BlazeClan is a Premier Amazon Web Services (AWS) Cloud Consulting company, providing cloud
consulting and managed services. An organization that is born in the cloud, it has an international
presence with offices across Malaysia, Singapore, Belgium, U.S.A., Australia, New Zealand and
Canada, along with a strong sales presence and primary delivery centre in India.
Established in 2010, BlazeClan has attained various accolades including AWS Premier Consulting
Partner status, AWS Manage Service Partner status, AWS Financial Competency, AWS Big Data, AWS
Redshift service delivery, DevOps Competency status, ISO/IEC 27001:2013, AWS 100 Certification
Distinction, Customer Obsession Recognition 2014 and 2015, Partner of the Year ASEAN 2015 and
Consulting Partner – India.
BlazeClan launched its operations in Australia and New Zealand in Sep 2017 and currently has more
than 10 local engagements successfully delivering AWS architecture and security reviews and
implementations, migrations, and managed services.
BlazeClan caters to a growing number of clients, with a focus on high-scale start-ups, independent
software
vendors
(ISVs)
and
enterprises.
It
offers services
of cloud
advisory,
migration and deployment, and product development, as well as managed services and big data
and analytics. Clients receive the benefits of agility to business, reduced cost of operation, decreased
time to market and the scalability of enterprise workloads. The organisation works with numerous
clients including Fraser & Neave, Domino’s, Mondelez International, Viacom 18, Cox & Kings, and the
Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE).
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